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Introduction 

 

The transport sector in Peru presents numerous challenges that must be addressed urgently. One of them 

is the informality and the level of contamination, product of the lack of organization in the transport 

system. In Lima and Callao, 81% of daily trips are made by public transport, but only 10% are made through 

concessioned mass transportation (Metropolitano, Metro or road corridors).  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Moreover, it should be noted that the fleet of public transport vehicles is quite old1. According to the 

Municipality of Lima, 40% of the fleet of public transport vehicles in Lima is at least 21 years old. As a 

consequence, the main problems generated by urban transport are manifested mainly in health (pollution 

and traffic accidents), in competitiveness (loss of time), and in the limited capacity of road corridors.  

  

                                              
1 Extracted from a report on electromobility conducted by OSINERGMIN, 
https://www.osinergmin.gob.pe/seccion/centro_documental/Institucional/Estudios_Economicos/Libros/Osinergmin-Electromovilidad-conceptos-politicas-lecciones-
aprendidas-para-el-Peru.pdf  

Regular transport 59%

Taxi
31%

Metropolitano 5%

Road corridors 3%

Metro
2%

DISTRIBUTION OF DAILY TRIPS IN LIMA AND 

CALLAO 

Source of information: Fundación Transitemos (2018) 

https://www.osinergmin.gob.pe/seccion/centro_documental/Institucional/Estudios_Economicos/Libros/Osinergmin-Electromovilidad-conceptos-politicas-lecciones-aprendidas-para-el-Peru.pdf
https://www.osinergmin.gob.pe/seccion/centro_documental/Institucional/Estudios_Economicos/Libros/Osinergmin-Electromovilidad-conceptos-politicas-lecciones-aprendidas-para-el-Peru.pdf
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1. CURRENT STATE OF ELECTROMOBILITY IN PERU 

Taking into account the public need to reform the transportation system in Peru and the main problems 

generated by urban transport, the Government seeks to mitigate the impact of transport on the 

environment, and thus, reducing pollution emissions. In this context, electromobility becomes an 

opportunity to have less polluting and technologically more efficient vehicles.  

 

In order to achieve this, the Peruvian Government is carrying out actions to adapt the current regulatory 

framework in order to guarantee the entry of electric vehicles into the country and its use in the provision 

of transport services. At the same time, it is implementing the Vehicle Homologation System to ensure 

that the electric vehicles that will be imported comply with quality, efficiency, safety and environmental 

protection standards. Moreover, the Government -through the Ministries of Energy and Mines, 

Environment and Transport and Communications- signed an agreement with private companies to 

prepare the Lima E-Bus project, which consists of integrating an electric bus into the Javier Prado-Faucett 

Corridor in 2019, with the purpose of evaluating the feasibility of using such vehicles massively in public 

transport. It is also important to mention that municipalities such as San Isidro and San Borja had 

incorporated in their respective jurisdictions the free transportation service using electric buses, with the 

aim of reducing pollution and traffic congestion2.  

 

In the private sphere, companies such as Cruz del Sur, a local company dedicated to the transport of 

passengers and heavy cargo, have shown their interest in this technology. The aforementioned company, 

which has an alliance with the electric vehicle maker BYD, has decided to include some electric mobility 

units in its vehicle fleet3.  

 

Companies such as ENGIE seek to focus on electric buses not only for public transport but for personal 

transport, such as buses used by mining companies to transport their workers to the mines4. An example 

of this is the first electric bus for mining that ENGIE launched this year, which will be used to transport 

workers from the Cerro Corona mine in Cajamarca5.    

 

According to Mr. Rik De Buyserie, CEO of ENGIE, in Peru there are still some obstacles that make it difficult 

for electric vehicles to enter the Peruvian market. Perhaps the most important is the lack of a regulatory 

framework that allows the entry of electric vehicles and the implementation of charging infrastructure. 

Another problem has to do with the price of vehicles. Since the technology is still new, an electric bus can 

cost US$ 300,000, while one diesel is US$ 100,000 cheaper6. 

                                              
2 Extracted from Peru Oil & Gas investment guide 2019-2020 
3 Extracted from El Comercio, https://elcomercio.pe/ruedas-tuercas/camiones/posible-bus-electrico-realice-viajes-interprovinciales-peru-fotos-noticia-646764 
4 Extracted from an interview with the CEO of ENGIE, Rik de Buyserie 
5 Extracted from Perumin, https://perumin.com/perumin34/news/whats-new/engie-presented-the-first-100-electric-bus-for-peruvian-mining 
6 Extracted from RPP, https://rpp.pe/economia/economia/buses-electricos-por-que-es-tan-dificil-su-ingreso-al-peru-noticia-1193784 

https://elcomercio.pe/ruedas-tuercas/camiones/posible-bus-electrico-realice-viajes-interprovinciales-peru-fotos-noticia-646764
https://perumin.com/perumin34/news/whats-new/engie-presented-the-first-100-electric-bus-for-peruvian-mining
https://rpp.pe/economia/economia/buses-electricos-por-que-es-tan-dificil-su-ingreso-al-peru-noticia-1193784
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1.1 IMPORTS OF HYBRID VEHICLES7 

Electric vehicles are more efficient, less polluting and have a lower maintenance cost than their traditional 

similar ones. Although its presence in Peru is still incipient, an important step prior to the massification of 

these cars is the import of hybrid vehicles -with battery and combustion engine-, which would double in 

2019, according to estimates of the Peruvian Automobile Association (AAP). 

 

Even though the import of hybrid vehicles is still low, there has been an exponential growth in recent 

years. In 2016, 11 vehicles were imported; 96 in 2017; 175 in the following year; and 177 as of June 2019. 

According to Ellioth Tarazona, Technical Regulatory Manager of the AAP, import of these vehicles could 

double those of 2018. 

 

Regarding the import of electric cars, 3 electric vehicles were imported in 2016, another 3 in 2017, 10 in 

2018 and 7 as of June 2019. 

 

The biggest increase in the purchase of hybrid vehicles is due to the fact that they allow the user to enjoy 

several of the advantages of an electric vehicle without needing to use charging stations (electrolineras). 

 

Hybrid vehicles have a combustion engine and an electric motor. There are two versions: a non-plug-in 

hybrid, whose combustion engine represents the main source of energy, recharges the electric motor and 

also the batteries used by the electric motor. On the other hand, when it comes to a plug-in hybrid, the 

main engine is the electric one, which is plugged in, and the combustion engine basically serves as support. 

 

For Mr. Tarazona, the first obstacle to the acquisition of electric vehicles is their price, since there may be 

a difference between US$ 6,000 and US$ 8,000 between an electric vehicle and its conventional similar, 

because 45% of the vehicle price corresponds only to battery value. However, the price of batteries has 

been falling and, according to him, between 2024 and 2025 prices of electric vehicles are going to be very 

close to those of a traditional vehicle.  

 

However, the implementation of charging infrastructure in the country will be necessary, because 

otherwise the users will not decide to invest in vehicles that will not be able to supply energy. On the 

other hand, the companies will not decide to implement charging stations while there is not enough 

demand. According to Mr. Tarazona, this is the typical chicken and egg dilemma. In the case of natural gas 

vehicles, the State had to make a political decision, in conjunction with the private company, which was 

to make one or two gas stations (gasocentros), without customers, but who are already there. And once 

                                              
7 Extracted from Gestión, https://gestion.pe/tecnologia/se-abre-el-paso-a-autos-electricos-en-peru-importacion-de-hibridos-se-duplicaria-este-ano-noticia/?ref=gesr 

https://gestion.pe/tecnologia/se-abre-el-paso-a-autos-electricos-en-peru-importacion-de-hibridos-se-duplicaria-este-ano-noticia/?ref=gesr
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the decision is made, something very similar will have to happen with electric vehicles. The State is going 

to have to launch a promotion policy to encourage the installation of the first charging stations. 

2. RELATED INSTITUTIONS 

▪ MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT AND COMMUNICATIONS (MTC) 

T.: (+511) 615 7800 

https://www.gob.pe/mtc  

Address: Jr. Zorritos N°1203, Cercado de Lima 
 

▪ SUPERVISORY AGENCY FOR INVESTMENT IN ENERGY AND MINING (OSINERGMIN) 

T.: (+511) 219 3400 

http://www.osinergmin.gob.pe/ 

Address: Calle Bernardo Monteagudo 222, Magdalena del Mar 

▪ PERUVIAN AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION (AAP) 

T.: (+511) 640 3637 

http://aap.org.pe/ 

Address: Av. República de Panamá 3956, Surquillo 

 

▪ ASSOCIATION OF ENTREPRENEURS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT AND PROMOTION OF ELECTRIC VEHICLES 

(AEDIVE PERU) 

https://www.aedive-peru.org/ 

Address: Av. del Ejercito 250 Oficina 606, Miraflores 

3. RELATED EVENTS 

▪ CONGRESS OF ELECTROMOBILITY 

9 May 2019 

https://electromovilidad.perueventos.org/# 

 

▪ MOTOR SHOW 

Important trade fair for the Peruvian automotive industry. It is organized by the Peruvian Automobile 

Association (APA) and takes place every 2 years.  

http://motorshow.pe/ 

https://www.gob.pe/mtc
http://www.osinergmin.gob.pe/
http://aap.org.pe/
https://www.aedive-peru.org/
https://electromovilidad.perueventos.org/
http://motorshow.pe/
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4. SOURCES OF INFORMATION 

OSINERGMIN 

▪ https://www.osinergmin.gob.pe/seccion/centro_documental/Institucional/Estudios_Economicos/Libro

s/Osinergmin-Electromovilidad-conceptos-politicas-lecciones-aprendidas-para-el-Peru.pdf 

 

OTHERS 

▪ https://rpp.pe/economia/economia/buses-electricos-por-que-es-tan-dificil-su-ingreso-al-peru-noticia-

1193784 

▪ https://perumin.com/perumin34/news/whats-new/engie-presented-the-first-100-electric-bus-for-

peruvian-mining 

▪ https://elcomercio.pe/ruedas-tuercas/camiones/posible-bus-electrico-realice-viajes-interprovinciales-

peru-fotos-noticia-646764 

▪ https://gestion.pe/tecnologia/se-abre-el-paso-a-autos-electricos-en-peru-importacion-de-hibridos-se-

duplicaria-este-ano-noticia/?ref=gesr  

The information in this publication is provided for background information that should enable you to get 
a picture of the subject treated in this document. It is collected with the greatest care based on all data 
and documentation available at the moment of publication. Thus this publication was never intended to 
be the perfect and correct answer to your specific situation. Consequently it can never be considered a 
legal, financial or other specialized advice. Flanders Investment & Trade (FIT) accepts no liability for any 
errors, omissions or incompleteness, and no warranty is given or responsibility accepted as to the 
standing of any individual, firm, company or other organization mentioned.  
 
Date of publication: 01/2020 
 
Flanders Investment & Trade Lima 
c/o Embajada de Bélgica  
Avenida Angamos Oeste, 380 Miraflores  
18 Lima  
Peru 
lima@fitagency.com 
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